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Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears



The Phoenix' Tears Chapter 1 "Simon - how come that sometimes people trust their life without hesitation to somebody else ?" "Well, Curtis, you yourself know it well enough. It happened to you, more than once." The Comet was on its way back to the moon. Curt was lost in thoughts in the control room of the Comet, Simon hovering at his side. Suddenly, they heard a strong groan coming from the corridor of the spaceship. Curtis and Simon stared at each other. Was it a villain, another strange pet Otho or Grag smuggled on board or a blind passenger? NO - it was Otho, who had tripped over something that looked like a potato-shape blue and green stone, dimly glowing and pulsating. Captain Future picked it up for further examination. A few seconds later terrible pain laced through his body and he dropped unconscious. The stone was made of "Ulquornite", an unknown metal from Mars, but at this moment of the story nobody could guess what terrible menace it presented to the Futuremen and the rest of humanity! "What the ...," Grag tried to keep Eek from taking a hearty bite of the mysterious substance, while Simon examined the unconscious Captain. A slight flutter of his eyelids showed that he was recovering rapidly. Curtis opened his eyes, looked around him, shook his head to clear his mind and tried to speak. From his mouth came a strange tiny voice, mumbling in an unknown language. Grag, Simon and Otho looked bewildered at the man in front of them. Only Eek jumped excitedly up and down and began to speak to Curtis. "A big danger is coming! You must done the sacred uniform, find the golden sun in order to defeat the Fluidless," spoke the Eek. Eek chuckled. "Little joke. But there seems to be a danger. I found this stone in a quiet corner of the National Museum. Yesterday, when we gathered there in memory of Kenneth Lester." The eyes of Curtis grew big while he was listening to the little pet in front of him. Suddenly, all was back to normal, and he could no longer understand what the little creature would have liked to
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Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears tell him. Future looked around him in awe, jumped up and said enthusiastically. "Have you heard what Eek said? He brought the stone back from earth! Unbelievable!" The others stared at him, and Otho nodded to Grag, who seized Curtis immediately. Neither Grag nor Otho could understand – or even believe - what happened in the last fews minutes on board of the Comet. What was this strange dialog between Eek, who is normally telepath, and Captain Future? Had their leader become crazy by touching the Ulquornite stone? Grag had bound Curtis and Curtis had endured a close examination by Simon, who couldn't find any trace of madness and finally set him free. Eek, still hoping for a bit of Ulquornite, was waiting close to the stone. The Ulquornite stone made a hissing sound and started to melt in a green gas that sneaked into the Comet's air circuit. Grag looked in disbelief, Otho started to giggle. "Not AGAIN!" sighed Simon. Eek swallowed the last tiny scrap before it could melt, too. For security reasons it was impossible to switch the Comet's air-conditioning off. Simon thought a little prayer of thankfulness that Curtis was the only human on board and they weren't planning to pick somebody else up. Eek was now licking his lips with satisfaction. The taste of Ulquornite seemed to him even better than copper, his favorite ore. The only little problem was that, by swallowing the stone, he was now blinking blue and green like a Christmas garland! Otho stared in disbelieve: faintly Grag and Simon started to blink too! "GREAT," Otho muttered. He and his pet seemed to be the only ones who weren't affected. Obviously there were only influences on mechanical objects, when these were exposed to the gas, and genuine biological life-forms, when gas touched with bare skin. Feverishly Otho searched the databases of the Comet, when he suddenly received a message via televisor from Joan, asking for permission to come on board of the Comet for a visit."Uh ... Joan, look ... sorry, but ... the Captain is kind of ... ah ... busy ... maybe you should visit him another time? Please?" Joan answered: "But I see plenty of blinking lights behind you, Otho! Did you organize some kind of disco-party on board of the Comet without inviting me? Is Curtis dancing with a blonde alien, so that he doesn't want me to come?!" She suddenly became red of anger and jealousy. "Ah... of course not!" Otho stammered. "But there seems to be some kind of strange radiation or something like this on board the Comet. It's coming out of a stone and can obviously harm human beings. For your own safety I can not allow you to set a foot on board. Captain Future would say the same!"
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Chapter 2 Joan looked at Otho with a little smile on her face and said: "I'm coming aboard. You know what always happens to me when I'm left behind for my own safety." The universe knew what usually happened and, therefore, promptly obliged by the secret code she gave to the Comet central computer, Otho couldn't stop her from coming on board. She had taken into account Otho's warning and was wearing her space suit and helmet. When she entered the Comet, she couldn't believe her eyes: everybody, except Otho and his pet Oog, were blinking like neon signs. Otho told her about the weird dialog between Eek and Curtis and the mysterious effects of the stone Eek brought back from the Museum. As he was talking, again Curt Newton began to speak with another voice and Eek came to him, wagging his tail with barely contained excitement. Otho rushed to switch on a camera to register the scene for further studies. Curt and Eek had a long conversation that appeared to satisfy them. Joan looked in total astonishment at the scene in front of her. But she felt the anger which was slowly but steadily building inside her. She grabbed the little pink creature and roughly shook it: "I knew it you were always cozying up to him. He is mine! Stop putting the moves on him." Curtis sprang to Eek's rescue. He took him from Joan's hands and pushed her aside so angrily that she fell to the floor and where she sat half-stunned. Even years later could Simon tell the exact moment when things went from bad to worse. It was the moment when a totally shocked Joan opened her spacesuit, so she could better react for whatever Curtis would now do. But she never expected what he did. Curt totally forget about Eek as he faced all these creamy expanses. With his super-fast reflexes he grabbed Joan's hands in one of his and raised them over her head. With the other he started to unmercilessly tickle her. She was now fully exposed to green gas, and started immediately to blink in green and blue. She was jerking to escape Curtis and couldn't stop giggling. Meanwhile, Eek was feeling miserable now his only interlocutor had forgotten him. It was now time for Otho and Grag to speed up the Comet so that Simon could find at the Moon Laboratory an antidote against the delirious effects of the stone and decipher the mysterious alien dialog between Eek and Captain Future that Otho had recorded. Curt Newton, who had clearly
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Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears inhaled too much green smoke, after having tickled Joan, began to sing and dance 'megaraggea' accompanied by the blinking lights of himself and his companions. Since, Otho and the still blinking Grag knew that Curt had quiet a stamina, no to mention that they found it very disconcerting to have their leader dance around like that, they shot him with a tranquilizer gun. Joan was devastated to find her hero passed out and attacked Otho who had shot Curtis. The poor android screamed for Grag to dislodge the raving harpy who had sunken her teeth painfully into his arm and refused to let go. Simon came close to Joan's head and whispered something in her ear. She let go of Otho's arm at once and stayed very quiet under Grag close guard. "Thanks, Simon! But what the hell did you tell her?" a dismayed Otho wanted to know. "Otho, there are things you don't need to know. We should hurry back to the base before something else happens." Few minutes later, they landed at the Moon Base. Grag took Curtis into his giant arms and laid down the adventurer's unconscious body on the examination table of the laboratory. Immediately, Simon began to scan every cells from head to foot. At his side, Joan stayed quiet and silent, attentively watching the operations. Meanwhile, Otho asked the super-computer to decipher the record of Cur and Eek's discussions. Joan looked at Simon doubtfully, and asked as if she had a great interest in scientific and medical matters: "Professor, how can you scan Curtis efficiently with his armor on?" Before Simon could explain, a greedy little smile appeared on her face. She turned to Curtis and started to strip him of his armor. "Come on, help me, Otho." Otho stood rigid at his place and looked disconcertedly at the young woman. Even Simon was not able to think clearly at this moment. He wasn't able to understand the reactions of both of the man and the woman. Only Grag tried to stop Joan but this brought the secret agent back to the surface and Joan reacted immediately. The moment Joan threw Grag over her shoulder to the ground, both were missed by a laser beam from a gun. In the door stood Ul Quorn, who couldn't believe his eyes. In this moment Curtis woke up and remembered what he had discussed with Eek. He hoped that the little animal had gotten their trap right. Ul was staring open mouthed at the strangest view he ever had of the Futuresquad. Half of the team was still blinking in green and blue. An interesting 6



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears exception was Curtis' face who was now changing from brown to purple since he had realized that he was half naked and had spotted his belt in Joan hand. Ul closed he mouth rather quickly, when he saw his girlfriend, N'rala, running her eyes appreciatively over the half-naked man. Joan had caught the byplay, too, and with a hellish screech the normally peaceful secret agent lunged at her arch-nemesis.



Chapter 3 Otho reacted instantly, caught the enraged female and dragged her out of the room. Eek used this moment to spring his trap and pushed a button on one of the consoles. Large fans sputtered to life and blew a narcotic gas into the room with Curt and Quorn. Within seconds only Grag and Simon remained standing. They could hear Joan trying to tear through the door from the outside. Simon sighed : "The easiest way is to let her in, Grag." Grag nodded and opened the door, an infuriated Joan rushed into the room and collapsed immediately due to the narcotic gas. Grag laid Joan on the examination table close by Curtis and thoroughly tied Quorn. Simon, meanwhile, tried to wake the computer system, which had crashed while deciphering the dialog Eek and Curt had had. Eek was bouncing around him with excitement, and Simon started to suspect he had something important to say. With Curtis heavily asleep, there was unfortunately nobody at hand to translate what the little beast had to say. Suddenly, Simon remembered Otho put the record of the strange dialog on board the Comet in the super-computer as well. He had just to look at the instant results published on the super-printer. If he was lucky, he could even learn the language both used and chat with Eek. It took the living Brain an hour, during which Grag brought the others to the MedLab and kept them sleeping. Finally, Simon was able to talk to Eek. The moonpup had excitedly looked at Simon's doings and sat now quietly in front of him to narrate the tale of Ulquornite and what the magician from Mars had to do with it. Eek explained that Ulquornite was a rare and valuable material well-known among the moonpups. The green gas it produced had a strong aphrodisiac effect on their physiology. It appeared to have a tremendous hallucinogen impact on the human brain, which aroused the interest of the Magician from Mars. He had intended to study and synthesize its compounds in order to take control of government headquarters. 7



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears Simon thanked Eek for the information and immediately called the president. The president immediately put a ban on the Moon, meaning, nobody was allowed to enter or leave it, till the situation was resolved. Simon then questioned Eek, whether there was a way to counteract the Ulquornite. Eek said, that deep beneath the surface of the Moon a very old creature lived and that the tears of that creature would heal everybody from the effects of the Ulquornite. "A Phoenix? Under the Moon surface?" Eek nodded and rotated like a compass to point the floor. "This way... down." Simon urged Grag and Otho to prepare the drilling machines. He activated the cheese-hole-lunarscanner, and started the search for the Phoenix' lair. In the endless gray tunnels that lay beneath the Moonbase they followed a little blip on the cheese-hole-lunar-scanner to a pitch black cavern. "Here it is. Directly beneath us! Otho, Grag, start the wet-rice-drilling machines," commanded Simon. Soon, from the depths of the cavern and through the hole they were digging, they could smell a fetid odour like a powerful methane gas and hear a strong noise like a discontinuous back-fire. "Holy sun-imps!" screeched Otho. "What kind of creature can fart like that?" They climbed down and what they saw gave them pause. Before them lay the great Phoenix and it was so fat it filled the gigantic cavern it lay in. Suddenly the noise repeated and Grag, Otho and Simon were blown against a wall. What they had taken for farting was actually the big glowing bird burbing. For once, the three comrades were glad of not being human and thus could disable their smelling apparatuses at will. Feeling



evidently



relieved



after



that,



Otho



stood



in



embarrassment in front of the bird and groaned : "Remember? We need tears from this ... thing! How the hell are we supposed to make this stinking feathered monstrosity cry?" Simon knew only one way to make the great bird cry: Curt and his Venusian Guitar. The Captain's songs always had such a haunting quality and the living brain itself would have wept no few times, alas he didn't possess the ability to do so. Yet, there remained the question, whether Curt would be able to stand the smell? Apart from the smell problem, another point was to know whether Curt, out of his mind due to green gas, would agree to give a little show for the Phoenix. He might as well behave as a loony, like try to tickle the Phoenix to make him laugh, bash his guitar on the ground like a rock star or 8



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears follow any other crazy idea. Simon thought it safer to broadcast the music to the Phoenix. It would be easier to keep Curt under control in the basis. "Grag, you go back to the basis and bring a TV set back here." Otho looked in awe to Simon. "Karaoke tonight, my friend," said the brain. Three hours later they had hooked up all systems and were ready to broadcast, but Curt was adamant about playing one of his own creations and refused to sing any of the songs Otho and Simon suggested. At least he had assured them that it would be sad and so Otho and Simon waited with a bucket down at the Phoenix' chamber for the show to start. Finally Curt's voice could be heard over the speakers, it sounded as if he was crying: "Oh, my lovely blonde, if only those nefarious baddies wouldn't be *sniffle* I know this beautiful barren rock, where we could hide from all the world ..."



Hearing Curt mewing like a cat at night did not make the Phoenix cry at all. The bird gave an enormous piercing yell that overcame Curt song. Otho used his comlink and shouted to Grag in the basis: "Stop! Stop him!" The guitar stopped and the sound of a quarrel came through the speakers. When the fight finally stopped, Grag told them that Curt was not amused to have to stop singing. The robot had taken the guitar away and Curt put into his own quarter, the young man eagerly took up his singing again and Grag had put him on the speakers in Joan's room, who started to weep. Simon decided to switch to plan B: computer enhanced music. The basis' computers would measure the Phoenix reaction to different kinds of music and create more of the same kind the more weepy the bird got. While Grag and Otho were busy with the computers, Simon had a little chat with Eek about the Phoenix, hoping to catch any piece of information that could be of use. Eek had unfortunately no idea about the Phoenix musical preferences, but he had heard of an old tale telling how the Phoenix female, Phenixa, had gone away long ago. "That's it! We will include her name as a theme in the music, the Phoenix should react to that." Otho laughed, mimicking Curt's song: "Oh, my sweet, blond Phenixa, we could hide for ever in a
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Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears stinking caaave..." Hearing the name of his beloved, blond fiancée, the fat monster raised his ears and immediately stopped farting. The Phoenix didn't notice the Futuremen, the cavern was too dark and, fortunately for him, Phoenixes have no sense of smell, but looked very perturbed by what he heard. "Shut up, guys," murmured Simon "He may become aggressive..." Yet, instead, the great bird broke into tears. It was crying so bitterly that the cave started filling up with tears and the Futuremen had to scramble out of the way of the rising flood. "At least we have enough tears," was Otho's comment. They had enough tears, but no idea how to use them to free Curtis and the other from their madness. Should the tears be injected, drink, treated with other ingredients? It was not possible to take chances and use tears as a medicine without knowing if it wouldn't make things worse. Thus, they decided to test the remedy on Ul before curing Curt and Joan. First, they gave Ul a glass filled with the tears. He blinked for a couple of seconds, before he turned a bright yellow and started to hiccup. "Hey, Ul, you're yellow!" laughed Otho. Ul send him an angry look, and turned back to old good blue and green blinking. Simon was checking in the computer for a medical agent that could calm down for a while Curt madness, so that he could help with the research. Finally, he just slipped Curt a light sedative, whereupon the Champion of Justice settled down in a chair with the shirt he had nabbed from Joan at a previous occasion and started to suckle his thumb.



Chapter 4 The crew could not believe what they saw. The sight of such an helpless Curt, sitting very quiet, looking at them with eyes opened wide and chewing his thumb was beyond their experience. Their heart, pumps or whatever played the role of a heart broke. Simon started to explain him the situation. "Curt, you see this glass?" Curt nodded. "This is not water. This liquid is Phoenix tears. Since you were a bit sick these days, we need to make a cure for you out of this." "Why was the Phoenix sad?" Simon replied to Curt's piteous question: "It was sad, because you are ill. And you don't want it to be sad, do you?" Curt shook his head. "Now, that is a good boy. Curt, I need you to sit here quietly for some time, so that I and Grag and 10



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears Otho can make a medicine for you. Will you do that for me?" Curt nodded his head. "If you are as quiet as mice, Grag will make pudding for you." And with these words Simon left Curt to help Grag and Otho. One hour later, when the three comrades had almost finished the medicine, they heard from the outside a peal of thunder and the sound of rain on the glassite dome. "But it can't rain on the Moon." said Otho. They dashed straight away to the main room. And above their heads, through the transparent dome of their lunar home, they saw the huge face of the crying Phoenix! "Darn, what shall we do know? If the big bird continues crying we'll all drown!" Otho was rightfully agitated. Grag, who by now had 'little' Curt on his knees, said: "We just have to put it back to sleep. Unfortunately non of us can sing, maybe we should ask Joan? She is a woman after all. She should know some lullabies." The sleepy Curt perked up at the mentioning of Joan and exclaimed loudly: "Wanna 'ear Shoan shing!" They went to the room where Joan was confined. She refused categorically to sing anything, stamping her feet. "You must be kidding ? I'm no singer! I've always wanted to be a dancer!" Curt looked up and with fiery enthusiasm he said: "Me too, me too!" Simon let off a flash of sparkle. He had had more than his share of the childish behavior of Curt and Shoan and was furious. "Now, I have had enough of you two. You will sing a lullaby, Joan. And you, Curt, will sit quietly and listen. Otherwise you two won't be getting any dessert for the next two weeks and you won't see each other either." Simon, in his agitation, was bobbing down. Joan and Curt stood before him, shivering. Slowly the secret agent raise her head and blinked with wide, tear-struck eyes at Simon. "May I dance while I sing, Professor Wright?" "Look at the rain outside, Joan. It is caused by the Phoenix' tears, and unless somebody puts the Phoenix to sleep, we will drown and your make-up will be washed away and you won't be lovely anymore. Do you understand now why you must sing this lullaby? Do you see how serious the situation is?" Joan nodded shyly and started to sing, with a beautiful voice and a great musical sense. The Phoenix gestures slowed down. As a side effect, Curt fell asleep immediately. With the Phoenix and Curt asleep and Joan continuing to sing, the three Futuremen had uninterrupted peace and quiet to work on a solution for their problems. The used Ul as a guinea pig 11



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears again. They injected the Phoenix' tears, they dunked him in the Phoenix' tears, they dribbled it into his eyes, but nothing work. Although, at one time he started to babble about his miserable childhood and what a wonderful lover N'rala is. The babbling had Simon and the rest at the end of their patience and therefore the gave him the tears to drink again. This time Ul Quorn turned his normal color and demanded to be released from the bonds the Futuremen wisely had placed him in. Yet, he didn't argue for long since Joan's singing now affected him, too, and he fell asleep. Grag stuffed him into a convenient cabin and returned to Simon and Otho, who were trying to figure out why the Phoenix tears had worked this time. While the crew was lost in speculations, Curt who had been heavily asleep woke up and looked around him in awe. He stood up, and stared opened mouth at the singing Joan. He walked to her, took her in his arms and try to kiss her. Otho laughed. "So it seems things are getting better. Young Curtis is turning to a teenager. Maybe he'll soon be back to normal." Joan, who had been exposed to the gas later, hadn't quite reached that stage yet and pushed Curt away, proclaiming: "Eww, a boy kissed me! Boys have Cooties!" While Grag tried to deal with a disgusted, child-minded Joan and Otho consoled a devastated Curt, Simon decided to stop his efforts for a remedy, since time seemed to take care of it on its own. Ul was still bound in his cell, calling out loud: "Where is my girlfriend?" Hearing Ul's calls, teenager Curtis rose his head with interest: "Girlfriend? A girl ? Where is she?" "I knew it, I knew it! He wants to kiss her too !" uttered Joan in disgust. "We have better things to do than trying to kiss girls at that moment," Simon said angrily. "The Tycho crater is now full of Phoenix tears, like a giant swimming-pool, and we must find a solution if we want to get out of this trap alive!" "Wouldn't the Sun dry them up, when the Moon faces him?" "It's still six days till the Sun will reach optimal position, but an excellent suggestion, Curtis. We can't do anything else till you all are back to normal," came Simon's annoyed voice. "Six days is a long time. Couldn't we dig a tunnel so we can leave the basis? We could fly to Earth and have fun, we could go to the fun fair," suggested Curt. An electronic voice shouted repeatedly an alarm. "Danger. Water pouring inside the basis. Danger. Water pouring inside the basis. Water pouring ins..." With a crack, all the lights went out. Grag let his eyes brightly shine. Curt grabbed Joan and the whole Futurecrew ran toward the Comet at full speed. They managed to get inside at the last moment. 12



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears "Well, it looks like we have to go to Earth, I hope Ezra won't mind to have us staying with him, while we deal with all our problems," said Otho. They looked at Curt and Joan. Curt was still wrapped safely around the young woman with the currently childish mind. Joan was looking at Curt with giant awed eyes and her cheeks were glowing bright red. "My Hero!" Curt was shocked to have her squeal into his ear and found himself chocking in the tight grip Joan had around his neck. The flight to Earth was uneventful, but Simon couldn't shake the feeling that they had forgotten something. During the flight, they had contacted Ezra and he had of course agreed to shelter the crew for a few days. They were sitting after diner in Ezra's house. He had lit a fire in his chimney and was listening to Simon relating him the events of the last days. Curt wasn't really listening, he was feeding the fire with fire wood, and Joan sitting by him seemed to have reached the teenage stage, since she was continuously giggling and refreshing her make-up. Ezra looked at Simon with a shocked expression: "But but, what about... did you leave Ul in the basis?" "Oh, dear. I knew we forgot something. I fear there is nothing we can do about that now. The Comet was the only vessel fit for space flight that was currently at the Moonbase." Simon was interrupted by a pained cry from behind him. He turned around and saw Curt with a face as red as Joan's usual uniform, the secret agent girl was sucking at one of his fingers. Curt had burn his finger while tending the fire, and Joan hearing his cry had decided to take care of it and had started healing the wound in her very own way. The teenage Joan was turning dangerously fast into a rather suggestive young lady. Ezra was turning a bright red at the display before him. He kept sputtering about 'his little girl' and 'too young'. Simon was sure the Marshall was going to have conniption, they had to do something. With fake enthusiasm Otho stood up: "After all the troubles we've been enduring, we deserve a little fun. Let's go to the movies." Simon muttered angrily: "Comfortable seats and darkness. Such a wonderful idea, Otho..." "Yes, what a great idea, Otho," Joan exclaimed, "I haven't been to a cinema in ages. The 'Stellar' just around the corner has couple seats and they are showing the new 'Captain Future' movie. Lets GO!" Joan dragged a dazed Captain Future after her. Ezra was slowly turning blue and stumbled after them. The rest of the team had no choice, but to follow their human comrades.
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Chapter 5 Curt's travel back to his normal state had come to an end. While Joan was still in her outgoing and expressive phase, he had gone back to his good old self. Thus, he followed her in the cinema rather reluctantly, missing his lab and experiments. Instead of looking the movie, he was drawing on his ticket plans for a giant basis-dryer. Joan had of course noticed Curt lack of enthusiasm and was wondering what was wrong. Ezra, hidden behind his giant popcorn box, was sending diagonal looks and started to felt better. Joan decided to do what every teenager did, when going into a movie with her boyfriend. As fluffy little ball of wool made a 'sudden' appearance on the screen, Joan pretended to be terribly terrified and jump against Curt. Curt was choking in Joan's embrace and Ezra was choking on his popcorn. Suddenly, Joan gave a strangled cry and hastily got away from Curt. A cinema employee turned on the main lights to see what all the commotion was about. A bright red Joan sat on the floor and looked at Curt, mortified: "What happened? What did I do? Oh, god, I didn't really dance! I DIDN'T REALLY SUCK YOUR FINGER!" Joan ran out of the cinema, Ezra hot in pursuit. Apparently Joan was back to her own self, too, and now was terribly embarrassed about what she had done. After a few moments in which Curt just looked at the now closed door, he became aware of Otho, Simon and Grag staring at him. "Boy, don't you think you should go after her and talk to her?" Not only the Futuremen were looking at him, but since the employee hadn't turn the lights off yet, everybody in the cinema was staring open mouthed to Grag and the rest of the crew. They couldn't believe their eyes: the people on the screen were in the cinema. Soon there was a riot and everybody rushed to them, screaming they wanted autographs. Grag had gently, yet firmly made a way through the crowd. Finally, Curt, Otho and the robot managed to loose their fans by ducking into a side street. There they also found Ezra and Joan. The secret agent girl had obviously been crying and was now trying to dry her tears. Ezra murmuring soothingly into her ear. Otho swiftly kicked Curt, but before he had a chance to react, Grag shoved the young man towards the other two humans. Curt didn't really know, what he should say. "Mmmh, Joan. You needn't be embarrassed or sad, we all behaved weirdly and nothing really bad happened. Its okay, we'll just forget about it."
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Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears Joan looked as if she was close to tears again. "You kissed me. I don't want to forget that kiss, Curt." "I...well, you pushed me away, so I figured that... And at the time I was just, ahum a ... teenager," replied Curt clumsily. Ezra looked at him in wonder. "What did you say YOU were? Have you known each other in your teens?" Joan, turning white with anger, hissed: "Just a teenager, that's what you were? It's great you need an excuse for having behave once in your life like an human being. Just a teenager... Now that you're back to manhood, you're so perfect again! An ice cube has more feelings than you and I bet Grag's heart is beating faster than yours.!You go to hell, maybe it will warm you a bit!" She pushed him aside and ran away. As she reached the main street, the fans that were still in search of the Futuremen spotted her and started screaming: "Hey! Look! It's Joan Randall!" When she saw this howling crowd rushing toward her, she turned and ran back to the side street. "Quick! We have to get away. You stirred up all your fans and now they all want a piece of us." Joan ran to the other end of the street. Moments later Curt and the rest followed her when they saw the crowd entering the street. Mercifully Joan had hailed a hover cab and so they all ended up in Ezra's home again. Since it was so late and they were tired, they decided to go to bed. Or at least Joan went to bed, Ezra got the couch and Curt had to sleep on the floor. The other three didn't need any sleep and poured over Curts drawings of the 'Phoenix Tear Moonbase Vacuum Cleaner'. As morning came, Simon, Grag and Otho had constructed a model PTMVC (Phoenix Tear Moonbase Vacuum Cleaner) and were testing its ability in Ezra's bathroom. Joan woke up and made her way to the kitchen for breakfast. When Curt entered the room, she was mournfully looking at the toaster, and she didn't react when the toast jumped up. "Good morning, Joan." "Oh, Curtis. It is so terrible." Joan looked at him with a mournful expression. "Joan, what happened?" Joan thrust a white toast at him. "See, Simon and Otho gutted the toaster and now there is no toasted toast for breakfast. It is so terrible." Curtis did not waste time with complaining and reacted with all his exceptional swiftness and abilities. He threw the toast in a pan and roasted it to perfection. He turned to show proudly his 15



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears work to Joan, but meanwhile she had just discovered that there was no butter left and the jam was also missing. Joan opened the refrigerator and exclaimed: "Curtis, there is nothing in here. It seems that the toast was the last thing Ezra had. We have to go shopping." Joan made Curt wear some of Ezra's clothes, so that he wouldn't stick out. The clothes were a bit tight and Joan couldn't help herself and just had to stare at smooth, muscled expanses of his back, while Curt was writing a note to his crew. Finally Joan and Curt left Ezra's flat. The small breeze generated by the closing of the door carried note from its place on a cupboard to the dark recesses under the cupboard. On their way to the shops, Joan and Curt were rather silent and embarrassed. Joan was angry against herself for having shouted at Curt the last evening and still angry with Curt. Fearing to cause another outburst, Curt kept carefully to smalltalk. They stopped in a small café for breakfast. When the waiter came to take their order, he looked at Joan and shouted: "Joan Darling!" Joan was looking at the man, he seemed somehow familiar to her. "Oh, my little Joan, it has been such a long time, you probably won't remember me. I'm your father. I'm sorry that I couldn't be there for you, but we had to stage my death, so I could infiltrate a most evil group. I'm still undercover, but soon it all will be over and we can be a family again." Joan's eyes suddenly rolled back and Curt managed to catch the fainting secret agent just in time before she fell from her seat. As Joan slowly gained her consciousness again, she desperately wished it would be just a bad dream she had had. Two men were arguing about what they should do to help her. Joan couldn't stand it anymore, the recent days had just been too much for her and this sudden revelation was just to much to deal with. "Stop, you two. I've had enough. I'll take a month long vacation on Mars. You may be my father, but I don't even know you and you currently don't have the time to get to know me. As for you, Curt. You should get your priorities straight, I have had enough of always running after you." She stood up and walked out of the café, followed by the two silent men, who seemed as if lightning had struck them. They tried stopping her by taking each one of her arms, intending to plead their cause. A policeman was watching the scene suspiciously, Joan noticed him and started yelling: "Help! Help me!" The policeman ran to them and raised his gun. "You leave her alone at once, filthy brutes! Hands on your heads, double quick!" 16



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears He radioed for his backup and a patrol car came to his help. Joan looked like a frightened bird, wearing an helpless face and tears in her sad big blue eyes. "I don't know these men, it is all so frightening," she added with a sob. Joan's father tried to argue: "I'm a secret agent and she is my daughter, you have to let me free". Sure," answered the policeman, "you're a secret agent and your mission is to go and attack young women in the streets. Get in the car." While Curt and her father were pushed into the car and arrested, Joan waved them goodbye, a mischievous little smile on her lips. Joan returned to Ezra's flat. Where he and the Futuremen were already frantic. "Joan, where were you? Why didn't you leave a note? Where is Curt?" Joan looked quietly to the Futurecrew and answered calmly: "By now, he's probably in jail with my father, or talking to a layer. Now, if you will excuse me, I've got to go." She went to the bedroom and packed her things. Otho wanted to follow and ask her to explain further, but Simon stopped him: "Something happened. She is behaving rather weird, she won't tell us more. We'd better contact the President." The President told them that there was nothing he could do and the they would get Captain Future back in about thirty days, which coincidently was the exact amount of time Joan had put down as vacation on some far away holiday planet. The Futurecrew had nothing to do for the time being and decided to stay with Ezra for the next thirty days.



#########



Joan was bathing in the sun, lying prone in her micro-bikini on the most famous beach of Pleasure Fast and Easy Holiday Planet. She was wondering if it had been a good idea to testify for Curtis, and thus help his lawyer transforming the thirty days jail sentence into a similar period of social service. A voice was calling over and over: "Sun tan creme service, sun tan creme service!" Without opening her eyes, Joan gestured lazily toward the voice, signing that she wanted her back to be protected. She was somewhat surprised to see Curtis walking over to her. He was wearing shorts, a Hawaiian shirt and a straw hat. "Madam, how may I be of service to you?" "Well, ah ..." Joan took a look at his name plate. "Well, Bob. Could put some sun creme on my back?" "Certainly, Madam. If you would turn around, Madam." 17



Captain Future – The Phoenix' Tears Joan gave the stiff, dignified space hero one last weary look before turning around. She would make the best out of the situation. "That's fine, Bob. And please don't forget my legs." Joan noticed that Curt .... ahum ... sorry, Bob's hands lingered on the back of her thighs. Curt saw goose flesh appearing on the soft skin of her thigh. Joan turned around and said: "You know, Curt. Since I allegedly was the offended party in the incident, the judge allowed me to shorten your penalty, if I thought, you had learned your lesson. Therefore, what did this whole thing teach you, Curt?" Curt thought for a while and delivered his comment: "Well, food is really awful in jail." Joan stared at him, visibly doubting of his mental health, but he gave a soft smile: "At first, I was furious with you for sending me to jail, but I've had plenty of time to think. I was cut from the world, secluded in my cell, and I realized that you had probably felt the same many times, when I left for a mission refusing to take you with me. I'm really sorry, Joan. And I promise to behave better in the future. I'll listen to what you have to say and abide to your wishes." Joan was silently considering his apology. It was a rather weird one, but what else could she have expected from him. He probably seldom had to apologize for anything. "Very well, Curt, but their is one last thing. In exchange for your freedom, you will treat me to a diner date in New York's finest restaurant." With these words Joan took his name tag from him, while Curt avowed that this time nothing would interrupt the meal. He helped Joan to her feet and together they went back to the hotel where they were staying.
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